Abstract. This paper presents three distributed and decentralized strategies used for token traversal in spanning forest over Mobile Ad Hoc Delay Tolerant Networks. Such networks are characterized by behaviors like disappearance of mobile devices, connection disruptions, network partitioning, etc. Techniques based on tree topologies are well known for increasing the efficiency of network protocols and/or applications, such as Dynamicity Aware -Graph Relabeling System (DA-GRS). One of the main features of these tree based topologies is the existence of a token traversing in every tree. The use of tokens enables the creation and maintenance of spanning trees in dynamic environments. Subsequently, managing tree-based backbones relies heavily on the token behavior. An efficient and optimal token traversal can highly impact the design of the tree and its usage. In this article, we present a comparison of three distributed and decentralized techniques available for token management, which are Randomness, TABU and Depth First Search.
Introduction
Networks spontaneously and automatically created between neighboring mobile devices are commonly called ad hoc networks. The main advantage of this kind of networks is that no infrastructure or administration system is required. The signal strength can be weakened due to the appearance and disappearance of the devices, the mobility of nodes, and obstacles in the environment. These phenomenons lead to frequent and long duration partitions of the network. An emerging subclass of ad hoc networks, Mobile Ad Hoc Delay Tolerant networks (henceforth called mobile ad hoc DTNs for brevity), is characterized by including these undesirable behaviors. This unpredictable and highly fluctuating topology makes challenging many aspects like efficient communication, routing, etc.
Previous researchers demonstrated the validity of spanning trees in networking area [1], [2] , etc. Establishing a spanning tree in the network is a well known prerequisite strategy for providing efficient communication and routing algorithms in wired networks. Furthermore, recently it is also a tendency to use them in mobile ad hoc DTNs [3, 4, 5] . One common mechanism used in spanning tree algorithms is the utilization of tokens. In [6] , the authors state that techniques for traversing the token that perform well in static networks are not necessarily well suited in networks with high mobility. Thus, a new study of token traversal in high mobility network must be undertaken. Also in [7] , it is concluded that the token movement strategies impact on the tree construction, and, therefore, on the topology management. This motivated us to study, implement and compare different token traversal techniques in order to determine which strategy performs better in different environments in mobile ad hoc DTNs.
Dynamicity Aware -Graph Relabeling System (DA-GRS) [8] is a model for creating and analyzing decentralized topologies and algorithms targeting dynamically distributed environments like mobile ad hoc DTNs. Up to now, the token traversal strategies used in DA-GRS are based on the assumption that no memory is used in the mobile nodes. These techniques are random and Tabu [7] .
In this study, we applied Depth First Search (DFS) for the first time to DA-GRS. We considered to include DFS in our comparison since it is a very well known strategy for static tree traversal and the idea of DFS has been used for mobile ad hoc networks in recent works [9] . However, due to the highly fluctuant topology, having an ordering strategy might not be a good idea. Thus, a deep study and also a comparison between DFS and other techniques are needed.
This study assumes that spanning trees provide a reliable path way for efficient communications and services. Thus, having a spanning tree covering as many nodes as possible in the shortest time is desired. In the context of this study, the spanning tree must span the entire connected communication graph. Therefore, we implemented and compared different strategies for traversing the token in the tree topology in terms of the performance ratio and the convergence speed rate. The performance ratio is measured as the number of different partitions (or connected components) of the underlying network divided by the number of existing trees. The convergence speed rate shows how fast multiple trees belonging to the same partition merge into one tree. We compare three different distributed strategies: Randomness, TABU, and Depth First Search (DFS), described later in Section 4.
The contribution of this paper is thus three-fold: (1) the design and implementation of DFS for DA-GRS for the first time and the re-implementation of other two token traversal techniques, (2) implementation of a framework which allows different token movements strategies based on realistic mobility models (e.g. highway and shopping mall scenarios), and (3) a comprehensive study and analysis of the three proposed strategies which is currently missing in the literature.
The paper is organized as follows; Section 2 introduces the conceptual rules for constructing and maintaining a spanning forest in mobile ad hoc DTNs in a purely distributed and decentralized manner. Later, in Section 3, the realistic communication models used for creating the tree topology over an existing mobile ad hoc DTNs are explained. After that, in Section 4 all the compared strategies for circulating the token
